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“The Zune was crappy because 

the people at Microsoft don’t 

really love music or art the way 

we do. We won because we 

personally love music”

-Steve Jobs, Former CEO, 

Apple Inc.



WE 

PERSONALLY 

LOVE TO 

TELL 

STORIES





BRIEF

THE PLAN

Tropicana Slice 
planned out a new Product 

launch TVC with their brand 

ambassador Katrina!

The Brand wanted to 

generate enough Teaser 

Buzz resounding across 

the Web and then rolling 

onto Product Reveal…

A Gossipy Story was 

scribed around the start, 

Katrina and the plan was to 

leverage the mileage to 

while the Maximum 

Buzz was ON…

Katrina Goes Missing 
was the gist and it had to be 

deployed with Top 

Secrecy!



STRATEGY

ROLL OUT

It wasn’t any regular 

campaign. Content Seeding 

was split between

• Credible Publishers

• Interactive Bloggers

• Relevant Influencers

to bring about a tight knit 

story…

Activation of every stake 

holder was strategically 

planned across different 

phases…

Abiding the 

Essence,
custom made briefs 

and samples were 

made

The roped 

in Digital 

Publisher

s

Ignited 

the 

Spar

k

The Loop was closed

by the influential 

Celebrity 

Bloggers



The Keyword

TRENDED
For more than

8 Hrs

53,000+ 
organic 

conversations

were triggered

Brand interactions 

increased by 

700%
than the usual!



Campaign received the

EARNED MEDIA 
Of more than

55 L
All major news houses picked 

the story without us spending 

a single rupee.



Story that we seeded



Story that we seeded



Story that we seeded



Our seeded stories 

got viral when 

twitteraties picked it 

up and started talking 

about it! with a gentle 

nudge from our end.





BRIEF

MountainDew wanted to bring forward a Risk Laden

Lifestyle with #NaamBanteHainRiskSe

The trigger was an ad starring Hrithik Roshan,
the Brand Ambassador.

GOAL

Strengthen the brand’s proposition & instil conversations

to brew a Dewers’ Tribe

To generate enough buzz in a short while and

get the Conversation On!



GAME PLAN

Launch the TVC on Twitter followed by

Hrithik Roshan’s tweet hinting at the ad shot

Later conversations had to kick in thus adding

Buzz value to the TVC

AND SO…

Over 500 people were roped in to generate buzz

The influencers generated over 4000 tweets

on the Launch Day…



The Keyword

TRENDED
For more than

7 Hrs

22,000+ 
organic 

conversations

were triggered

Brand interactions 

increased by 

550%
than the usual!





BRIEF

Near.In wanted to bring engagement around the 

term Jugaad that people in India do when they 

cannot find a fix for the problem

The trigger was a contest, that would invite the 

various jugaads that people do and gratify the best 

one.

GOAL

Strengthen the brand’s proposition & instil conversations

to brew a Jugaadu’ Tribe

To generate enough buzz in a short while and

get the Conversation On!

We created the hashtag #JugaadNation



GAME PLAN

Launch the contest on Twitter to drive maximum 

engagement around the hashtag

Later conversations had to kick in thus adding

Buzz value to the Brand

AND SO…

Over 1700 people were roped in to generate buzz

The influencers generated over 4500 tweets



The Keyword

TRENDED
For more than

4 Hrs

53,000+ 
organic 

conversations

were triggered

Brand interactions 

increased by 

300%
than the usual!

Major celebs like Kabir Bedi joined 

the bandwagon along with 

ScoopWhoop and AajTak





BRIEF

OBJECTIVE

Star Movies had planned 

to

telecast the Oscars event 

live on February 27th

The Entertainment

Channel wanted to bring 

in buzz as a Teaser to the 

entire gala!

The Goal was to bring in 

thousands of conversations 

which were not just Fun,

but also Witty…

All this while also ensuring 

the whole activity turned 

into a Viral 

Phenomenon!



THE PLAN

THE ROLL OUT

The brand took the advice 

and decided to rollout a fun 

activity rather than a

Serious one!

People had to give their 

#AwardWinningExcus

es
to bunk office / college to sit 

back and watch the

Oscars Live…

The Activity was

Kick-started with over

80 Key-Influencers 
who were ideally movie 

buffs!

The trigger was followed by

400+ 

Conversationalists 
who were to buzz the

rest of the twitter crowd

in a way to join the gala!



55000+ 
organic 

conversations

were triggered

This got 

VIRAL in no 

time and 

TRENDED
for more than

15 hours

across 2 

days!BLISS was when 

BOLLYWOOD 

STARS picked it up 

and jumped in the fun!





BRIEF

Hyundai India, was to launch the New Fluidic Verna, 

branding it as #TheWorldSedan

The epicentre of the plan was the on-ground launch at Delhi

OBJECTIVE

The key was to introduce the car in style dynamically

to bring about buzz on #TheWorldSedan

Twitter HAD to break with numerous Conversations

echoing the Car Launch!



GAME RULES

The buzz had to be organically generated as the

Brand’s Ultimatum was NOT in favour of Contests

Relevant Conversations than Traditional Tweets was the score

THE ROLL OUT

Conversations were triggered with 50+ bloggers

The bloggers rolled in 100+ tweets at Event start

which was followed by a lot of

conversations



We did break the Trends
on Twitter afterall… Actually,

Twice-Fold!

#TheWorldSedan

& Verna
Trended over 8 hours 

in all and Verna hit the

Generating over 

75,000 Tweets!

WorldWide trends as well,



THANK YOU

Conceived By:

JANUS DIGITAL


